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Abstract — Short term generation forecasting for solar farms 
has become a critical issue for market operators and 
transmission networks to adequately manage system reserve 
margins by large scale utility farms to manage system stability. 
Short term forecasting for renewable generation is an especially 
challenging problem, particularly for generators operating in 
fast changing, low or high wind and solar resource conditions. 

To meet new requirements in the Australian National 
Electricity Market, the authors have investigated and 
developed machine learning techniques in combination with 
solar radiation forecasts and robust heuristics to produce a 
short-term generation forecast of utility-scale solar farm 
generation for the 5 to 7 minutes timeframe. Preliminary 
forecasting results are very encouraging and already 
demonstrate a substantial improvement in accuracy when 
compared to simple generation state estimation and market 
operator generated forecasts for actual solar farm case studies. 

The paper will discuss the performance of the developed 
forecasting techniques, the means of deployment of the 
technology and possible future developments and refinements 
of the technology. 

Accurate and timely short term forecasts will have a critical 
role to play in ensuring improved system stability for systems 
with a large proportion of utility-scale solar farm generation 
and deliver substantial potential value to solar farm operators 
by providing a missing vital technological component for 
enabling solar farms to deliver ancillary services and other 
network stability services. 
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 INTRODUCTION 
The Australian National Electricity Market (NEM), like 

many other international competitive market based electricity 
systems, must address system security and dispatch 
challenges associated with the introduction of increasing 
levels of intermittent generators.  Large amounts of utility 
scale Solar Power Plants (SPP) are being integrated into an 
existing market design that was based on the scheduled 
dispatch of hydro, coal and gas power plants. As countries 
respond to their agreed emission targets, intermittent 
generators are now forming a substantial proportion of the 
generation portfolio and the need to efficiently dispatch and 
manage system security is becoming critical in many 
international electricity markets. 

As noted in [1], Solar Power Plants in the NEM are 
currently dispatched as a semi-scheduled generator and can 
generate at any level unless constrained by network or pricing 
constraints. Dispatch intervals within the NEM are co-
optimized between energy and Frequency Control Ancillary 
Services (FCAS) market bids with the NEM dispatch engine 
(NEMDE) optimizing the price paid by the market for both 
energy and ancillary services by analyzing the market offers, 
capability of all generating units, loads and unit ramp rates.  

For NEMDE to optimally dispatch a generator, the 
Australian Energy Market Operator (AEMO) requires 
accurate information on the prevailing conditions at the solar 
power plant. The existing AEMO Australian Solar Energy 
Forecasting System (ASEFS) uses a mixture of irradiance 
measurements and forecasts, together with inverter 
availability to create the Unconstrained Intermittent 
Generation Forecast (UIGF) for SPP’s to produce a central 
forecast ranging from 5 minutes to 7 days.  

Changes in the past 12 months [2] have increased the 
amount of SCADA information sent to AEMO by SPP’s to 
refine the inputs to NEMDE, including an optional estimated 
power capability of the SPP: a signal from the SCADA 
system using vendor specific variants of a “Active Power 
Available” data point. The challenge with using a ‘now’ value 
is that the market dispatch algorithm is working towards a 
power system security solution for 5 minutes into the future. 

As NEM wind and solar power plants progressively work 
towards implementing FCAS, the criticality of ensuring that 
the power system either a) takes account of the variability in 
the solar forecasts coming from the SPP in the coming 5-7 
minutes, or b) sets an appropriate dispatch level to ensure 
solar variability is minimized [1], becomes even more 
important for market and power system operators. 

This is highly critical for power system stability 
assessments which continually assess the power system to 
ensure adequate MW capability is available for contingency-
based events.  As SPP progressively provide ancillary 
services, either in conjunction with battery storage or on its 
own, power system operator confidence that the SPP will be 
able to provide the enabled contingency response will be 
paramount. 
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I. FORECASTING EVALUATION

A. Persistence Method
The "Naive Predictor" is used as the benchmark for many

forecasting techniques and simply uses the solar resource or 
generation at time t as the forecast for a later time [3]. 

𝑃" 𝑡 + 𝑘 𝑡 = 𝑃 𝑡  (1) 

The equation specifies for the persistence forecast that the 
power forecast for time t + k made at the time origin t is the 
measured power at time t. Many papers have made the point 
that for very short to short time scales, the persistence forecast 
performs better than many forecasting techniques and is very 
difficult to improve upon [3]. 

B. Evaluation and comparison of forecasting models
The main measure used for the forecast model

development, evaluations and comparisons is based on the 
Root Mean Squared Error (RMSE) value defined as: 
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For comparisons between models to highlight any relative 
improvement of one technique or set of parameters, a relative 
gain is used to measure the improvement with respect to the 
reference model that will be the persistence model for all 
studies: 
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Here the EC is the Evaluation Criterion is RMSE for the 
reference persistence model and for the forecasting model 
being considered. 

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE STUDIED SOLAR PLANT

The studied solar power plant is a 56MW grid connected
solar PV park located in Northern New South Wales in 

Australia. At the time of this study the park is the second-
largest grid-connected solar park in the NEM. The park uses 
horizontal single axis tracking, with the axis of rotation 
aligned in the north / south direction. The location of the solar 
plant lies in a subtropical climate approximately 500km 
inland from the east coast of Australia.  

III. FORECASTING APPROACH

Solcast operates a global solar forecasting system which 
generates probabilistic radiation and PV power forecasts out 
to 7 days through Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) 
multi-model ensembles. In areas with geostationary satellite 
coverage (i.e. outside polar regions), the first 4 hours of the 
forecasts are satellite based and updated at the refresh interval 
of the satellite (typically 10 to 30 minutes). In these regions, 
Solcast also offers historical estimated actuals for radiation 
and power data for the previous 7 days. Solcast’s forecast 
granularity is 1 minute to +60 minutes, and ranges from 5 to 
30 minutes thereafter. Solcast uses metadata about utility and 
small-scale PV systems to generate power forecasts for 
distributed solar and large scale solar systems alike for 
utilities and grid operators.  It also utilizes ground radiation 
sites for regular validation and ingests real-time PV power 
measurements to dynamically improve its forecasts on-the-
fly. Users request and receive the data via a modern web API, 
which is hosted on the Amazon Web Services (AWS) cloud. 

A. Numerical Weather Prediction subsystem
Because there are many issues associated with the use of

Numerical Weather Prediction (NWP) in solar forecasting, 
the Solcast system uses the NWP data in indirect and 
empirical ways, to extract useful information without over-
reliance. Operational NWP models are usually configured at 
horizontal resolutions (typically 3 to 30km) that do not 
explicitly resolve clouds, therefore their cloud and radiation 
forecasts cannot be expected to simulate features at small 
length and time scales. NWP models do not readily assimilate 
satellite imagery data; this is part of a general problem of 
projecting measured information into the model state space 
[4]. As a result, the initial or 'analyzed' cloudy areas are often 

Figure 1 – Visual check of solar geometric corrections to satellite data 



in the wrong position to begin with, and these errors grow 
further with time. NWP models are also computationally 
expensive to assimilate and run, resulting in considerable 
time latency from observation collection to output 
dissemination (typically 30 to 180 minutes), and infrequent 
update cycles (typically 60 to 720 minutes).  

To extract useful information from NWP the Solcast 
NWP subsystem takes two primary approaches: firstly, it 
applies machine learning methods to a range of model output 
parameters using satellite measurements as truth, and 
secondly it utilizes the more reliable prognostic model 
variables of wind, humidity and temperature to assist with 
intra-day cloud nowcasting. 

B. Cloud nowcasting sub-system 
Methods to estimate and extrapolate cloud motion from 

satellite data go back decades [5][6], however most of these 
methods use the satellite data as the sole input, and most do 
not account for the varying motion of clouds at different 
atmospheric levels. 

Recently, third-generation geostationary meteorological 
satellites have been launched and are becoming operational. 
These satellites carry imagers that scan at faster rates, over 
more spectral bands, and at finer spatial granularity. The first 
of these satellites to become operational was the Japan 
Meteorological Agency’s Himawari-8, in August 2015. 
Located over the equator at the longitudes of East Asia and 
Australia (140°E), this satellite produces full disk imagery 
every 10 minutes with data dissemination latency of only a 
few minutes. Data covering 16 spectral bands are available at 
effective spatial resolutions of 1 - 4km.  

Fig. 1 shows image data from Himawari-8’s Band 3 
(0.64µm). Brighter, yellower values are clouds. The scene 
includes a mix of high and mid-level clouds. To maximize the 
representation of the solar park conditions from satellite data, 
cloud shadows are visually compared to the geometric 
correction positions, to supplement automated radiation and 
power correlation analyses. 

For solar applications, the increased scan frequency 
combined with increased spatial resolution of such third-
generation satellites allow more accurate tracking of clouds 
at all scales. At small length scales, previous satellite 
technology could either not resolve cloud features, or could 
resolve but not scan at sufficient frequency to capture the 
faster variability at small length scales. Some second-
generation satellites can operate in rapid-scanning mode; 
however, this mode is only capable of covering small areas of 
severe weather on a non-routine basis. 

The Solcast cloud nowcasting sub-system is a low-
latency, rapid-update forecasting system that is initialized 
with multispectral raster data from geostationary satellites, 
designed to exploit the capabilities of these new third-
generation satellites. The nowcast consists of a six-member 
ensemble, and runs to +4 hours ahead upon acquisition of 
each new satellite scan. Temporal resolution is 1 minute for 
the first 60 minutes. As an example, over continental 
Australia this means some 30,000,000 grid points are forecast 
by each of six ensemble members, for each of the forecast 
time steps. The same process is repeated over other satellite 
domains globally. Geometrical corrections are applied to 
account for local solar angles and satellite parallax, and 
timing corrections are applied to account for the scanning 
strategy of the satellite imagers. Clouds are diagnosed from 

satellite data using a method loosely based on the Heliosat-2 
method [7]. 

C. Forecasting methodology 
Based on the configuration of the NEM, the primary 

verification target for this study was 5-minute ahead 
instantaneous power output. The prior chosen error statistic 
was RMSE, and the prior alternative for comparison was the 
instantaneous persistence forecast. 

Rather than searching for marginal skill gains over 
instantaneous persistence by using various autoregressive 
models, this study instead sought to identify and track actual 
clouds relative to the solar park using the high-resolution 
satellite data and Solcast’s semi-dynamical nowcasting 
approach. The study sought to establish a baseline of skill 
gain, prior to deployment of any on-site sky imagers, or 
further minor refinements using short term autoregressive 
models.  

The power output of the solar park was physically 
modelled using the Solcast radiation components, 2m air 
temperature, and a model of the tracking mechanism and 
associated shading effects at low solar altitude angles. 

Forecasts were created every 1 minute for the 
instantaneous 5-minute ahead power output, over 14 days 
during June and July 2017. The period included 7 
predominately clear days and 7 cloudy days.  

IV. FORECASTING RESULTS 
SCADA data from the solar park used for this study was 

collected by the on-site HARD software Intermittent 
Generator Management System SCADA modbus interface. 
The solar park has two meteorological stations, each 
measuring Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI), tilted (plane 
of array) irradiance, module temperature and air temperature. 
The SCADA data, including the meteorological station data, 
were posted at 60 second intervals to the Solcast API. The 
measured data were written to a PostgreSQL database, for use 
in model training and forecasting. 

The solar generation forecasts had a RMSE error of 2.34 
MW at the +5 minute ahead (instantaneous) horizon, an 18% 
improvement compared to an RMSE of 2.86 MW for 
persistence. The forecasts had RMSE error lower than 
persistence on 13 out of the 14 days. Example time series 
forecasts result graphs are provided for a cloudy day on the 
17 JUN 2017 (Fig. 2) and for a clear day on the 20 JUN 2017 
(Fig. 3). 

The forecasting of solar generation during clear days is a 
nearly deterministic problem given the known location of the 
solar power plant, the angle of incidence and the time of day. 
However, the forecasting of solar generation on cloudy days 
is a much more challenging problem and requires the input of 
the dynamic cloud cover to achieve reasonable forecasting 
results. Currently the forecasting model is using satellite 
imaging to provide the dynamic cloud cover for the plant. The 
deployment and integration of additional data sources such as 
on-site sky imagers could lead to significant improvements in 
the forecasting accuracy and the cost / benefit of the 
deployment of these instruments has yet to be established. 

Greater forecasting accuracy has significant benefits for 
both the individual operator of the power plant and the system 
operator. 



Operators with reliable forecasts can reduce market costs 
for FCAS cost recovery schemes such as the causer pays 
scheme used in the Australian NEM [8] that proportionately 
allocates regulation costs to those generators that generate at 
a variance to the predicted generation and contribute to 
frequency deviations. 

Solar power plants also can offer ancillary services for 
contingency and regulation services with confidence by 
ensuring that the required generation headroom for the 
service is maintained at all times during a single 5 minute 
dispatch interval.  

System operators benefit from more accurate forecasts of 
all solar generation in the market leading to reduced FCAS 
regulation requirements and thereby reducing the total market 
costs for these services and at the same time increase the 
overall security of the entire system through improved 
predictability of the total system generation. 

V. PRODUCTION FORECAST IMPLEMENTATION 
The current study has been undertaken with the ultimate 

objective of implementing the developed and refined 
forecasting model into a production device that can be 
implemented within the solar power plant SCADA system.  

The production forecast implementation is required to 
operate under a wide range of input conditions and must be 
robust and reliable. If the inputs to the forecast model do not 
meet the model validation requirements, the forecast model 
will revert to using the persistent forecast value rather than 

risk the production of an erroneous forecast value and 
produce poor outcomes. 

The implementation of the forecasting device will have 
the following effects for both the generator and the system 
operator: 

• Provide a more accurate forecast for the solar power 
plant to reduce its deviation from the dispatch target 
calculated by AEMO and thereby reducing any 
‘causer-pays’ penalties [8];  

• allow the solar generator to potentially participate in 
raise FCAS contingency and regulation markets by 
providing accurate, unconstrained generation 
forecasts; and 

• by contributing to the reduction in the uncertainty of 
individual solar generators, provide more accurate 
regulation requirement estimations for AEMO to 
ensure appropriate control of secondary-order 
primary frequency control. 

The device is being designed as a dedicated server that 
will have a direct connection to the SCADA system through 
the Modbus or DNP3 protocols and can provide a web service 
interface, write directly to the SCADA and database for later 
validation and analysis. The device will be supported 
remotely and the device will be updated at regular intervals 
with model updates and refinements and system updates. 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This paper presents the encouraging preliminary results of 

the development of a dedicated machine learning device for 
the 5 minute forecasting of solar power plants. After the 
extension of this benchmark (satellite-driven) forecast to 
other sites, and its operationalisation, forecast research and 
development efforts will focus on integration of sky imagers, 
and on further automated tuning of solar park output models. 
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Figure 2 – Actual and forecast power output for the 17 JUN 2017 

 

 
Figure 3 – Actual and forecast power output for the 20 JUN 2017 




